This paper describes the characteristics of phonological rhyme in the Pingchang dialect of Sichuan, and uses related vocabularies as examples to demonstrate that Pingchang dialect has the typical characteristics of the southwestern Mandarin dialect area. Also Pingchang Dialect has its unique phonetic features.
INTRODUCTION
Pingchang County is located in the northeastern part of Sichuan province and belongs to Bazhong city. The local language belongs to the Chengdu-Chongqing area of the Sichuan-Chinese program, which has its own dialectal features. Our main respondents are two old people: Du Chengwu, male, 85 years old, can recognize some Chinese characters, but can not speak Putonghua, and live in rural;Ding Guogui, female, 86 years old, has elementary school education, can recognize some words and speak a little Putonghua, live in rural also. The two old people are all talking about the authentic Pingchang dialect. At the same time, we visited some other villages in Pingchang County, investigated and recorded the pronunciation phenomenon of local people, and used various materials to confirm. By the aid of praat software and the actual situation of Pingchang dialect, it is proposed to construct the Pingchang dialectal phonological system with the aspects of initials, finals and tone.
II. THE INITIAL SYSTEM

A. The Initial System of Pingchang Dialect
According to field investigation in combination with the practical situation of Pingchang dialect, it is concluded that there are 23 initials in Pingchang dialect. Their Pronunciation characteristics are listed as follows: 
B. The Characteristics of Initial Consonants in Pingchang Dialect
A comparison between the phonetics of the Pingchang dialect and the middle ancient Chinese was made in this research and described synchronically and diachronically. Finally the characteristics are summed up as follows:
 From the perspective of the medieval Chinese, the number of initials in Pingchang dialect is much less than that in reality, because some initials can be spelled by other sounds.  For the bilabial-plosive in the medieval Chinese: In Pingchang dialect, although the total voiced sound of the mediaeval Chinese no longer exists, they convert to two situationsthe voiced sound became voiceless aspirated, and the oblique tones of total voiced sound became un-aspirated voiceless. For example, the initial of "布" "步" "别" in Pingchang dialect is [p] ("布" and "步" are homonym), and the initial of "怕" "盘" is [p h ].
 In Pingchang dialect, the two initials of "ming" (明) "wei" (微) of the mediaeval Chinese are not the same. The initial of "Ming" (明) of the medieval Chinese is still read as[m], while the other initial of "wei" (微) has no initials now. For example, the initial of "men" (门) is [m], and that of "wen" (闻) is zero initials.  In Pingchang dialect, there is no confluence between Jian Yin and Tuan Yin. That is to say, these two characters still have different pronunciations in Putonghua, for example, in Pingchang dialect, the initials of "jing" (精) "jie" (节) are actually read as [ts], and the initials of "jing" (经) "jie" (结) are still read as [ʨ] , whlie all the initials of these four words are the same [ʨ] in Putonghua. Similarly, the initials of "qiu" (秋), "qi" (齐) "quan" (全) "qu" (趣) are actually read as [ʦ], and "qiu" (丘), "qi" (旗), "quan" (权) , In summary, by sorting and comparing the sounds of the investigative words, we can get the basic outline of the Pingchang dialect, and get the above 23 initials.
III. THE FINALS SYSTEM
Through the investigation and analysis of the words, pronunciation of Pingchang dialect, it is roughly concluded that Pingchang dialect has 41 finals. The author lists them as follows: 
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, it can be found that the main phonetic difference between Pingchang dialect and other dialects in Sichuan is that there is no entering tone in Pingchang dialect. And the combination of initials, vowels and tone has its own characteristics. Compared with Putonghua, Pingchang dialect has some unique vowels and vowels, which needs further investigation.
